
High Elm Archers
Range Layout and Safety Precautions (Indoor)

Introduction

The High Elm Archers (HEA) indoor archery range is located at Ince Blundell Village Hall.  

This document describes the layout of the archery range within the Hall to ensure a safe environment is 
maintained for both HEA members and other hall users.

NOTE: When used for archery by HEA all internal areas of the Hall are used exclusively by HEA

Archery at HEA is governed by the Grand National Archery Society1 (GNAS) Rules of Shooting (RoS) and 
Shooting Administration Procedures (SAPs). 

Access and Range Use

During Archery sessions at Ince Blundell Village Hall all areas of the Hall are exclusively used by HEA, 
although there may be occasions when access is required by a member of the Village Hall management 
team. On such occasions the visitor must be accompanied into the range by a HEA member and shooting 
must cease until they have left.

HEA Visitors

Visitors during the winter season are normally by prior arrangement. On arrival ALL visitors must sign the 
HEA attendance log.  Any visitors must be supervised by a member of HEA at all times, while on site.

NOTE: All visitors, including none shooting visitors must be given a range safety 
briefing which includes a briefing on the procedure for entering the range.

First Aid 

A first aid kit is located in the HEA cupboard in the kitchen. 

Cardiac Defibrillators:

If required a Cardiac Defibrillator is available at the main entrance (the keycode is available from the 
emergency services).

Procedures for:

Minor Injuries: Major Injuries

1. Stop Shooting
2. First aiders apply first aid and assess

1. Stop Shooting
2. First aiders apply first aid and assess
3. Call 999 for ambulance for evacuation to A&E

 
In all instances the incident log and accident report book, located in the HEA Cupboard, must be completed.
Details of the accident can be entered into the accident report book either by the injured party or a colleague.
Details of the date, name of the injured party, witnesses, full circumstances of the accident and resulting 
injuries must be entered into the accident book. 

1 Also known as Archery GB
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Shooting

1. Permitted Equipment and People

a. Permitted Bows All bows as described in the GNAS RoS sections 202 to 209
Note: HEA does not permit the use of Crossbows (RoS 210)

b. Permitted Arrow Types All arrows as described in the GNAS RoS sections 202 to 
209 are permitted.

c. Permitted Archers 1. All archers who are members of HEA and hold a 
valid GNAS membership.

2. Visiting archers who hold a valid GNAS membership
3. Archers who are attending a pre-booked beginners 

course, evaluation or “Have a Go” / taster session. 
Note: all such archers must be supervised by a 
senior archer and/or coach.

2. Before Shooting Checklist.
• All archers must be signed in before shooting (HEA attendance log)
• Netting and protective boarding in place
• Target bosses positioned correctly
• Warning signs posted in the entrance foyer and on the main entrance door.
• Entry Procedure Notice posted at the range entrance.

3. Range Conduct
• Shooting shall remain under the control of the designated line captain or judge, who will be 

positioned on the left of the range with a clear view of the door
(Note: all experienced archers are expected to be able to assume the role of line captain)

• Maximum 2 archers per target (2 targets per boss) shooting in details.
• Maximum number of archers allowed at any time is 16.
• The number of archers on the range shall be controlled via a token system.

◦ Before entering the range each archer should collect a token, which will indicate which target 
they will shoot on.

◦ If no tokens are available archers should enter their name on the wait list, waiting archers shall 
be given access to the range on a first come first served basis.

◦ When an archer has finished shooting and leaves the range they should return the token, so that
ant waiting archers may shoot,

• No cross lane shooting.
• Bows shall only be drawn on the shooting line, once the signal to shoot has been given
• Any archer observing an infraction of the GNAS RoS shall call “FAST” and shooting will halt 

immediately. 
• Any archer observing an intrusion onto the range shall call “FAST” and shooting will halt immediately.

4. After Shooting Checklist
• All club equipment dismantled and stowed away in the HEA Cupboard / Storage area  (Archers are 

responsible for their own equipment which should be removed from site).
• Any lost arrows logged and reported to the club secretary.
• Any damaged club equipment logged / reported to the equipment officer.
• Any damage to the hall infrastructure to be reported to the club secretary.
• Kitchen cleared.
• Hall swept.
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Range Description

General Description of Area

The range is located within the village hall, at the north east end of the hall is a raised stage (on the right of 
the entrance door). Targets are placed approx 1m in front of the stage. Stairs to either side of the stage lead
to the boiler room (right) and the storage area (left). 

The shooting line is located at the far end of the hall (opposite the stage) near the bar (on the left of the 
entrance door) and is defined by the permanent badminton court “doubles” service line. See Appendix A for 
layout diagram

Area Dimensions

Length of area 24 yards

Width of area 10 yards / 9 m

Archery Range Setup for Target - shooting north (up range) see Annexe A diagram 1.1 

Location of shooting line Badminton court “Doubles” service line

Length of shooting line 7.5 yards / 7 m

Maximum target range from shooting line 20 yards

Width of area @ shooting line 10 yards / 9m

Width of area @ 20 yard target line 10 yards / 9m

Max No. target bosses 5

Max No. archers 16 (4 per boss) 
(see Range Safety Note 3 below)

Access to area during archery sessions Side door

Notes: Prior to shooting, boards should be positioned along 
the front of the stage and the back stop netting 
raised into position. Poles should be used to support 
the netting away from the walls at the stage sides.

Warning notices MUST be placed in the entrance 
hall and at the main entrance. Range entry 
procedures must be positioned on the range entry 
doors.

Archery Range Safety Notes:

1. When the range is in use archers waiting to enter the hall must wait until the signal to collect 
arrows (3 whistle blasts) has been given. Archers may then enter, but should be cautious when 
doing so.

2. The Line Captain must be located at the left hand end of the shooting line with a clear view of the 
door.

3. On occasions where there is a short shooting line e.g. a club fun shoot (for club members) more 
than 16 archers may be permitted. On such occasions the shooting line will be moved forward to 15
yards to provide additional space behind the shooting line.

4. The entrance door is also a fire exit so it must not be obstructed.
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Risks associated with using Ince Blundell Village Hall as an archery range 

# Risk Likelihood Level of 
Harm

Risk Level Notes

1 Entry to the range
by third party

Unlikely Extremely 
Harmful

Substantial Doors to be kept closed at all times during 
shooting (doors are fitted with automatic 
closures). 
Warning signs, including instructions for 
entering the hall, must be posted at 
entrance prior to shooting.
Warning signs that archery is in progress 
within the building must be posted at the 
main entrance and in the entrance hallway.
Any archer observing activity near the door 
to call “FAST” shooting to cease until area 
clear

Note: The risks identified above are specific to the area and are additional to the risks described in the 
document High Elm Archers – Risk Assessment for Archery 
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Annexe A – Range Layout

Diagram 1.1 Floor Plan for Ince Blundell Village Hall
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Diagram 1.2 Range Layout for target archery at Ince Blundell Village Hall
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Annexe B – Range and Entrance Setup

Diagram 1.3 Photograph of correct Entrance Setup
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Diagram 1.4 Photograph of correct Range Setup
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Annexe C – Archery Participant General Safety

 NEVER point a bow and arrow at another person.

 Never draw a bow when not on the shooting line.

 Never draw a bow without having an arrow nocked.

 Never shoot a bow / release the bowstring without a nocked arrow - doing so is referred to 
as dry firing and can damage the bow.

 Never shoot an arrow until you are positive that the range is clear and the line captain has 
given the signal to shoot.

 When finished shooting retire behind the waiting line.

 Do not cross the shooting line unless the line captain has given the signal to retrieve 
arrows.

 WALK, do not run on the range; never walk straight up to a target, always walk to the side 
of the target.
 

 When approaching the targets be wary of arrows in the ground in front of the targets.

 When pulling arrows out of a target, stand to one side and ensure that no one is directly 
behind you.
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